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Getting What We Deserve Nov 06 2021 A leading public health expert presents a frank diagnosis of the U.S. healthcare
system and the role we all play in our own wellness. Through his groundbreaking work in clinical medicine and public
health, Alfred Sommer has saved countless lives. But doctors can only do so much. In this blunt assessment of the American
healthcare system, Sommer argues that human behavior has a stronger effect on wellness than almost any other factor.
Despite exciting advances in genomic research and cutting-edge medicine, the best defense against most illness remains
simple, low-tech habits such as proper hand washing, regular exercise, a balanced diet, and not smoking. But rather than
focusing on wellness, many Americans would rather wait for medical science to cure them once they become sick. Sommer
argues that this overconfidence in medical technology comes at a terrible cost. The benefits of almost all newly developed
treatments are marginal, while their costs are high. The United States spends nearly twice as much on health care as the rest
of the developed world, yet has higher infant mortality rates and shorter longevity than most nations. In this engaging and



well-informed study, Sommer makes a persuasive chase for changing the way Americans approach healthcare.
Getting the Love You Want Dec 20 2022 I know of no better guide for couples who genuinely desire a maturing
relationship.M. Scott Peck, author of The Road Less Traveled A remarkable bookthe most incisive and persuasive I have
ever read on the knotty problems of marriage relationships. Ann Roberts, former president, Rockefeller Family Fund
You Deserve Success Apr 23 2023 This book is all about personal development. No one is perfect in this world but we can
do and learn abit more to improve more to make better our self. every person have some where a place to do improvement
and if you want better and happy life this book is definitely for you. who knows this book may change your thinking and if
your believe system and thinking change then there is possible it may change your life. some time a little bit more
knowledge and understanding can make BIG DIFFERENCE in our life. You can give this book to your family, friends, and
beloved too. after all we all want happy life. GOOD LUCK !
You Deserve the World Jun 25 2023 "You Deserve the World" is a self-help inspirational book designed to encourage the
single woman to never give up hope in their quest for finding love. The dating world can be a very frightening place. Not
only is it a frightening place, but an intimidating one. Many women are faced with the temptation to settle for less, and
minimize their values, but "You Deserve the World" serves as a guidebook for encouraging ladies to never settle for less
than they deserve. All women deserve to be respected, loved, and cherished. "You Deserve the World" is a gentle reminder
for ladies to continue on in their journey towards finding the right one with God leading them along the way!
The Gift of Self Love Oct 06 2021 Build self-esteem and discover true self-love with this inspiring and interactive self-love
workbook. Crafted for women of all ages, this interactive and heartfelt guide features exercises that empower you to rewrite
limiting beliefs, embrace positive self-talk, and nurture genuine self-worth. Unleash your confidence, foster self-acceptance,
and embark on a journey of inner strength and empowerment with this comprehensive workbook. The Gift of Self-Love
includes: • A self-esteem and self-confidence quiz to assess how you feel about yourself today and identify areas to give
yourself more compassion and love • Writing exercises to help you get in touch with your feelings, rewrite limiting beliefs,
and stop pressuring yourself to meet other people’s expectations • A positive self-talk guide to help you reframe your
thoughts and silence the negative voice in your head • Recommendations for loving your body and embracing healthy living
at any size • Stories, research, and meaningful advice to help you build self-worth The Gift of Self-Love workbook is your
path to enhanced self-esteem and genuine self-love. Don't miss this opportunity to boost confidence, rewrite limiting beliefs,
and embrace a positive mindset. Get your hands on the best self-esteem workbook for women and embark on a life-changing



journey today!
You Deserve This Sh!t Jun 06 2024 Are you feeling lost, stuck, or confused? You may need a roadmap for the journey from
where you are now to becoming the best version of yourself. In this authentic self-help book, Jordan Tarver, introspective
author and world traveler, guides you on a journey of self-discovery. A near-death experience in 2013 and a soul-searching
solo backpacking trip taught Jordan how to live. Since then, he's dedicated himself to living a life infused with meaning and
empowering others to do the same. He uses inspiring stories, workable tactics, understandable action steps, and simple
language that help you: ? Get unstuck ? Find your path ? Become the best version of yourself As you progress through its
pages, you'll learn how to create positive change in your life NOW to live the life of your dreams FOREVER. By the end of
You Deserve This Sh!t, you'll have a newfound awareness of yourself and the world around you, the courage to always go
outside your comfort zone, and the passion for living an intentional life. You will feel empowered to make choices that align
with your goals and feel deserving of the exact life you want to live. Let your journey begin. This book is your nudge. ???
BONUS: Enjoy free content at the end of the book to continue your journey of becoming the best version of yourself.
Get the Guy Feb 27 2021 Most dating books tell you what NOT to do. Here's a book dedicated to telling you what you CAN
do. In his book, Get the Guy, Matthew Hussey—relationship expert, matchmaker, and star of the reality show Ready for
Love—reveals the secrets of the male mind and the fundamentals of dating and mating for a proven, revolutionary approach
to help women to find lasting love. Matthew Hussey has coached thousands of high-powered CEOs, showing them how to
develop confidence and build relationships that translate into professional success. Many of Matthew’s male clients pressed
him for advice on how to apply his winning strategies not to just get the job, but how to get the girl. As his reputation grew,
Hussey was approached by more and more women, eager to hear what he had learned about the male perspective on love and
romance. From landing a first date to establishing emotional intimacy, playful flirtation to red-hot bedroom tips, Matthew’s
insightfulness, irreverence, and warmth makes Get the Guy: Learn Secrets of the Male Mind to Find the Man You Want and
the Love You Deserve a one-of-a-kind relationship guide and the handbook for every woman who wants to get the guy she’s
been waiting for.
Unshakeable Sep 28 2023 After interviewing fifty of the world's greatest financial minds and penning the #1 New York
Times bestseller Money: Master the Game, Tony Robbins returns with a step-by-step playbook, taking you on a journey to
transform your financial life and accelerate your path to financial freedom. No matter your salary, your stage of life, or when
you started, this book will provide the tools to help you achieve your financial goals more rapidly than you ever thought



possible. Robbins, who has coached more than fifty million people from 100 countries, is the world's #1 life and business
strategist. In this book, he teams up with Peter Mallouk, the only man in history to be ranked the #1 financial advisor in the
US for three consecutive years by Barron's. Together they reveal how to become unshakeable--someone who can not only
maintain true peace of mind in a world of immense uncertainty, economic volatility, and unprecedented change, but who can
profit from the fear that immobilizes so many. In these pages, through plain English and inspiring stories, you'll discover... -
How to put together a simple, actionable plan that can deliver true financial freedom. -Strategies from the world's top
investors on how to protect yourself and your family and maximize profit from the inevitable crashes and corrections to
come. -How a few simple steps can add a decade or more of additional retirement income by discovering what your 401(k)
provider doesn't want you to know. -The core four principles that most of the world's greatest financial minds utilize so that
you can maximize upside and minimize downside. -The fastest way to put money back in your pocket: uncover the hidden
fees and half truths of Wall Street--how the biggest firms keep you overpaying for underperformance. -Master the mindset of
true wealth and experience the fulfillment you deserve today.
Choosing Your Power Aug 28 2023 Life is complex. We all have struggles, searching for different answers. Get what you
want and deserve from life by choosing your power! New tools and insights give you the power to build on who you are,
bettering your relationships at home and in the world, ultimately living a more authentic, balanced and fulfilled life. * Bonus
workbook included! * "In his insightful new book, Choosing Your Power, Dr. Pernell clearly provides the concrete tools you
need to make your dreams a reality. He addresses fear, determination, dedication, and other things that bring you closer or
prevent you from achieving your goals. Highly recommended if you want to take your life to that next level." -JJ Virgin,
CNS, CHFI, celebrity nutrition and fitness expert, author of The Virgin Diet "Yes, there is more to life than you are currently
experiencing. Turn off the TV, put down the Cheese Doodles, and pick up Choosing Your Power (you might want to wipe
the Cheese Doodle dust off your hands first). Dr. P. explains how to give yourself permission to feel good about yourself,
your life, and where you're headed in it. The information in chapter one, alone, will help you considerably if you truly follow
its advice." -Shawn McMaster, professional comedy magician, writer, editor of Mandala, international online magazine
Fear Is My Homeboy Jan 26 2021 If you love empowering non-fiction books like "You are a Badass" by Jen Sincero, "Girl
Wash Your Face" by Rachel Hollis, or "5-Second Rule" by Mel Robbins you'll love Fear Is My Homeboy. In Fear Is My
Homeboy, author Judi Holler has a message: It’s time to stop letting fear boss you around so you can start leveling up
personally and professionally. This is a book for people who believe that they deserve more. Holler focuses on helping the



reader shut down self-doubt so they can start taking action. After reading this book Judi promises that you will get braver,
bolder, and more confident in your natural-born badassery. Inspired by her improv theatre background at The Second City
Training Center’s Conservatory in Chicago and building off her decade of speaking, sales, and marketing experience, in
addition to her current role as a business owner, Holler’s book is your own personal life coach and cheerleader. In it she
shares valuable, actionable advice on how to accept—and even embrace—fear, so readers can start to live more balanced,
successful, and fulfilling lives. Holler’s mission: to stop fear from stealing your opportunities so you can start connecting in
powerful and profitable ways. If you enjoyed the book then you'll love Judi's weekly Podcast: The FearBoss Show! You can
listen in and subscribe on iTunes and Spotify to keep the fear party going!
What Do We Deserve? Jan 09 2022 Much of contemporary social and political theory has reduced the concept of desert to a
minor role. The work of John Rawls is the prime example. Recently some philosophers have argued that the notion merits a
more central place in social and political theory. This reader brings togetheropposing positions and arguments, thus
stimulating debate over the meaning and significance of desert in contemporary thought. The book includes eight classical
and twenty-two contemporary readings on the concept.
Rich Bitch Sep 04 2021 Talking about money sucks; but so does being broke. Do your eyes glaze over just thinking about
the mumbo-jumbo of finance? Do you break out into hives at the thought of money? Well, sister, you are not alone. In RICH
BITCH, money expert and financial journalist Nicole Lapin lays out a 12-Step Plan in which she shares her experiences,
mistakes and all, of getting her own finances in order. No lecturing, just help from a friend. And even though money is
typically an off-limits conversation, nothing is off-limits here. Lapin rethinks every piece of financial wisdom you've ever
heard and puts her own fresh, modern, sassy spin on it. Sure, there are some hard-and-fast rules about finance, but when it
comes to your money, the only person who can spend it is you. Should you invest in a 401(k)? Maybe not. Should you
splurge on that morning latte? Likely yes. Instead of nickel-and-diming yourself, Nicole's advice focuses on investing in
yourself so you don't have to stress over the little things. But in order to do that, you have to be able to speak the language of
money. After all, money is a language like anything else, and the sooner you can join the conversation, the sooner you can
live the life you want, RICH BITCH rehabs whatever bad habits you might have and provides a plan you can not only
sustain, but thrive with. It's time to go after the rich life you deserve, and confident enough to call yourself a RICH BITCH.
All That You Deserve Oct 30 2023
You Deserve It Apr 11 2022 Have you read all the self help books you can handle, but nothing ever changes? Do you feel



like you deserve more than you have and don't know why you can't "breakthrough"? Do you watch everyone around you
succeed and live a happy life whilst you remain stuck? Do you want practical ways to change your life- not perfect world
theory and platitudes? YOU DESERVE IT was written to fundamentally change the notion of responsibility and ownership.
We live in a world of blaming, entitlement and victims. When you spend your life blaming others, evading responsibility and
believing your own sob stories - you get nowhere. It's only when you take responsibility for both the things you cause to
happen and the things that happen to you, EVERYTHING changes. "Great self-help books just seem to make sense and this
is one of them." If you're ready to accept that you deserve the life you have and pursue the life you want, then this is the book
you have been waiting for. If you want to continue believing your own sob stories about how tough life is for you and how
easy it is for everyone else, please don't buy this book - it's not for you. Take responsibility. Take action. Change your life.
Buy this book; YOU DESERVE IT.
The Unapologetic Guide to Black Mental Health Jul 27 2023 An unapologetic exploration of the Black mental health
crisis—and a comprehensive road map to getting the care you deserve in an unequal system. We can’t deny it any longer:
there is a Black mental health crisis in our world today. Black people die at disproportionately high rates due to chronic
illness, suffer from poverty, under-education, and the effects of racism. This book is an exploration of Black mental health in
today’s world, the forces that have undermined mental health progress for African Americans, and what needs to happen for
African Americans to heal psychological distress, find community, and undo years of stigma and marginalization in order to
access effective mental health care. In The Unapologetic Guide to Black Mental Health, psychologist and African American
mental health expert Rheeda Walker offers important information on the mental health crisis in the Black community, how to
combat stigma, spot potential mental illness, how to practice emotional wellness, and how to get the best care possible in
system steeped in racial bias. This breakthrough book will help you: Recognize mental and emotional health problems
Understand the myriad ways in which these problems impact overall health and quality of life and relationships Develop
psychological tools to neutralize ongoing stressors and live more fully Navigate a mental health care system that is unequal
It’s past time to take Black mental health seriously. Whether you suffer yourself, have a loved one who needs help, or are a
mental health professional working with the Black community, this book is an essential and much-needed resource.
Think, Learn, Succeed May 01 2021 Our thought lives have incredible power over our mental, emotional, and even physical
well-being. In fact, our thoughts can either limit us to what we believe we can do or release us to experience abilities well
beyond our expectations. When we choose a mindset that extends our abilities rather than placing limits on ourselves, we



will experience greater intellectual satisfaction, emotional control, and physical health. The only question is . . . how?
Backed by up-to-date scientific research and biblical insight, Dr. Caroline Leaf empowers readers to take control of their
thoughts in order to take control of their lives. In this practical book, readers will learn to use - The 5-step Switch on Your
Brain Learning Program, to build memory and learn effectively - The Gift Profile, to discover the unique way they process
information - The Mindfulness Guide, to optimize their thought life and find their inner resilience Dr. Leaf shows readers
how to combine these powerful tools in order to improve memory, learning, cognitive and intellectual performance, work
performance, physical performance, relationships, emotional health, and most importantly a meaningful life well lived. Each
of us has significant psychological resources at our fingertips that we can use in order to improve our overall well-being. Dr.
Leaf shows us how to harness those resources to unlock our hidden potential.
You Deserve to Be Happy Workbook Jul 15 2022 This workbook can help you to focus on and work through blocks to your
self-esteem.Through reframing counterproductive feelings from the perspective of growth opportunities, you can begin to
change behaviors and make new life-enhancing choices that are conducive to self-esteem and happiness.Most effective when
used with the positive, powerful "You Deserve to be Happy" Audio Program which reinforces new, uplifting behaviors and
patterns in the subconscious and assists in continuing to release self-defeating blocks.51 pages
You Deserve to Win Jul 03 2021 You Deserve To Win is a powerful 31 day affirmation book that will empower one to reach
their full potential. This book will transform your life, all of your dreams and goals will begin to come true because of the
positive affirmations you are speaking over your life.
The Middle Finger Project Feb 07 2022 Fresh, funny, and fearless, The Middle Finger Project is a point-by-point primer on
how to get unstuck, slay imposter syndrome, trust in your own worth and ability, and become a strong, capable, wonderful,
weird, brilliant, ballsy, unfuckwithable YOU. "Don't worry, this isn't a book about God, nor is it a book about Ryan Gosling
(second in command). But it is a book about authority and becoming your own." --Ash Ambirge After a string of dead-end
jobs and a death in the family, Ash Ambirge was down to her last $26 and sleeping in a Kmart parking lot when she faced
the truth: No one was coming to her rescue. It was up to her to appoint herself. That night led to what eventually became a
six-figure freelance career as a sought-after marketing and copywriting consultant, all while sipping coffee from her front
porch in Costa Rica. She then launched The Middle Finger Project, a blog and online course hub, which has provided tens of
thousands of young "women who disobey" with the tools and mindset to give everyone else's expectations the finger and get
on your own path to happiness, wealth, independence, and adventure. In her first book, Ash draws on her unconventional



personal story to offer a fun, bracing, and occasionally potty-mouthed manifesto for the transformative power of radical self-
reliance. Employing the signature wit and wordsmithing she's used to build an avid following, she offers paradigm-shifting
advice along the lines of: • The best feeling in the world is knowing who you are and what you're capable of doing. • Life
circumstances are not life sentences. If a Scranton girl who grew up in a trailer park can make it, so can you. • What you
believe about yourself will either murder your chances or save your life. So why not believe something good? • You don't
need a high-ranking job title to be authorized to contribute. You just need to contribute. • Be your own authority. Authority
only works as long as you trust that someone smarter than you is making the rules. • The way you become a force is by being
the most radically real version of yourself that you can be. • You only have 12 fucks a day to give, so use them wisely.
Life Force May 25 2023 INSTANT #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Transform your life or the life of someone you
love with Life Force—the newest breakthroughs in health technology to help maximize your energy and strength, prevent
disease, and extend your health span—from Tony Robbins, author of the #1 New York Times bestseller Money: Master the
Game. What if there were scientific solutions that could wipe out your deepest fears of falling ill, receiving a life-threatening
diagnosis, or feeling the effects of aging? What if you had access to the same cutting-edge tools and technology used by peak
performers and the world’s greatest athletes? In a world full of fear and uncertainty about our health, it can be difficult to
know where to turn for actionable advice you can trust. Today, leading scientists and doctors in the field of regenerative
medicine are developing diagnostic tools and safe and effective therapies that can free you from fear. In this book, Tony
Robbins, the world’s #1 life and business strategist who has coached more than fifty million people, brings you more than
100 of the world’s top medical minds and the latest research, inspiring comeback stories, and amazing advancements in
precision medicine that you can apply today to help extend the length and quality of your life. This book is the result of
Robbins going on his own life-changing journey. After being told that his health challenges were irreversible, he experienced
firsthand how new regenerative technology not only helped him heal but made him stronger than ever before. Life Force will
show you how you can wake up every day with increased energy, a more bulletproof immune system, and the know-how to
help turn back your biological clock. This is a book for everyone, from peak performance athletes, to the average person who
wants to increase their energy and strength, to those looking for healing. Life Force provides answers that can transform and
even save your life, or that of someone you love.
Earn What You Deserve Nov 30 2023
You Deserve Each Other Feb 19 2023 When your nemesis also happens to be your fiancé, happily ever after becomes a lot



more complicated in this wickedly funny, lovers-to-enemies-to-lovers romantic comedy debut. Naomi Westfield has the
perfect fiancé: Nicholas Rose holds doors open for her, remembers her restaurant orders, and comes from the kind of
upstanding society family any bride would love to be a part of. They never fight. They’re preparing for their lavish wedding
that's three months away. And she is miserably and utterly sick of him. Naomi wants out, but there's a catch: whoever ends
the engagement will have to foot the nonrefundable wedding bill. When Naomi discovers that Nicholas, too, has been
feigning contentment, the two of them go head-to-head in a battle of pranks, sabotage, and all-out emotional warfare. But
with the countdown looming to the wedding that may or may not come to pass, Naomi finds her resolve slipping. Because
now that they have nothing to lose, they're finally being themselves—and having fun with the last person they expect: each
other.
The Culture We Deserve Mar 11 2022 The essence of culture is interpenetration. From any part of it the searching eye will
discover connections with another part seemingly remote. If from my descriptions the reader finds this wide-angled view
sharpened or expanded, my purpose in publishing these pages will have been served.
Living Beyond Your Pain Dec 08 2021 Using mindfulness-based techniques and cognitive behavioral tools, a leading
expert on the use of acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT) teaches readers to transcend the experience of chronic pain
by reconnecting with other, more valued aspects of their lives.
The Life You Deserve Jan 21 2023 The life you create for yourself and the wealth that you amass is all predicated on the
choices that you make. To make the very best choices, you must be armed with the right knowledge, the right tools, and the
right advice. This book is written for those who want to learn how to increase their abundance and create the best possible
life for themselves.
Get What You Deserve H Mar 23 2023 TAKE CONTROL OF THE MESSAGES YOU SEND! do it now. To get what you
deserve. . .Let people know talented, motivated and honest you are.p>To let people know how talented, motivated and
honest you are. . .Market yourself. Guerilla marketing yourself is the science of persuading people that you deserve to
succeed. Arming you with the tools and mindset of the guerrilla, this is a breakthrough book teaches you to analyze your
product --you--and provides the techniques and strategies you need to market yourself to the top! GET WHAT YOU
DESERVE
You Deserve Love Jun 13 2022 This book is intended to help those who want to reflect upon their current or future
relationships. It contains reflective exercises meant to help you identify the major characteristics and attributes that you want



your significant other to possess. Additionally, there is a discussion on compatibility. Likewise, there is a discussion of
relationship pitfalls to avoid.
Lose It for Life Aug 16 2022 Lose It for Life was developed by best-selling author and radio personality Stephen Arterburn,
who lost sixty pounds twenty years ago and has kept it off. He and Dr. Linda Mintle, who is known for her clinical work
regarding weight issues, will help you accomplish what you desire most: permanent results.
You Deserve Better Nov 18 2022 **The Instant National Bestseller** From the Bachelorette breakout heartthrob, You
Deserve Better combines Tyler Cameron's life story with a guide for both men and women to building healthy relationships
in the tricky world of modern dating, proving why he's the male feminist we never knew we needed. Tyler Cameron
impressed fans on The Bachelorette with his ability to discuss difficult topics with a level of emotional intelligence perhaps
never seen on reality television. Things like consent and boundaries, respect for women and their decisions, the roots of toxic
masculinity in insecurity, and more, he espoused with confidence and genuineness. Tyler seems like a unicorn. He got the
world's attention simply by demonstrating a full grasp of respect and no fear of vulnerability and honesty. But shouldn't this
be the norm? In this book, Tyler shows that every person deserves a partner who understands and values them, with advice
on how to seek out someone like this and how to behave like this for your own someone. Part memoir, part how-to guide for
anyone lost in the world of modern dating, and interspersed with practical tips on how to find and foster a meaningful
relationship, You Deserve Better shows readers how Tyler C. became Tyler C., the story his fans are dying to know.
You Deserve It Jun 01 2021 Do you ever look around at friends, family, colleagues, or the people you grew up with and
wonder why their lives appear to be more successful than yours? Do you find yourself feeling at times you don't quite
measure up, while others seem to be so happy and in control? And no matter how many self-help books or therapists you try,
you're still not getting the positive results you want in life .. Until now. In his groundbreaking book, YOU DESERVE IT,
renowned international speaker and mindset coach Dr. Josh Wagner reveals an incredibly simple new pathway to fulfillment.
His pioneering work demonstrates how unconscious undeserving beliefs are the obstacle standing in the way of your goals,
happiness and peace of mind.Here, Dr. Wagner leads you through his revolutionary 3-step Deserving Process, combining
clear explanations, doable action steps and practical exercises to move you through life's toughest challenges to achieving
your biggest dreams.He also offers real-life accounts of people who have transformed their lives by shifting their ingrained
deserving beliefs. And he wants you to have this too.
Inner Strength Mar 30 2021 The first book in ten years from popular motivational speaker and writer Robbins integrates



ideas of how the six human needs can be blended into an ideal emotional life, and shows how to keep emotionally fit forever.
Create the Space You Deserve Apr 04 2024 "Settling for just any roof over my head was not a choice." —Jill Butler
Successful and talented artist, illustrator, designer, businesswoman, and author Jill Butler uses her bold and captivating
artwork, along with stunning photography of her nothing-special-turned-dream-cottage, to inspire readers to do more with
their living spaces and in turn more with their lives. Hundreds of decorating tips and ideas are accompanied by mind-maps
and other illustrations reflecting the myriad of decisions, emotions, and questions readers will face. Part guide to creating the
space you want to live in, part journal to help you reevaluate, reinvent, and revitalize yourself, Create the Space You Deserve
is a launching pad to access your creative self and express your personality onto your living space.
You Deserve It Feb 02 2024 You SERVED. You DESERVE. Brian Reese was good at masking his PTSD, bipolar disorder,
depression, and anxiety. He even told himself he did not "deserve" benefits, which he later discovered was complete bullshit.
As an air force officer deployed to Afghanistan, he embodied the motto of "service before self." Unfortunately, like many
veterans, his service came at his own expense, and abusing alcohol and drugs to cope with mental health issues nearly ended
his life. But by the grace of God and the power of pure vulnerability, Brian began a transformational journey of overcoming
social stigmas and persevering through adversity. This journey has become a global movement of Veterans Helping Veterans
Worldwide(TM). ? In You Deserve It, Brian provides veterans with a step-by-step blueprint to help them obtain virtually
unknown federal and state benefits. With years of personal experience and more than ten thousand hours devoted to helping
veterans get the benefits they're entitled to, Brian provides readers with the unparalleled insight and expertise that forms the
foundation of his SEM Method. Whether you served thirty days or thirty years, this book will educate and inspire you to reap
the rewards for your honorable service to our country.
You Deserve Better Mar 03 2024 THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER Sometimes it feels so hard to love yourself. We
worry that we're not good enough or we're being selfish if we take time to prioritise what we need. But self-love is so
important and even if we're our own biggest critic, it can be done! You deserve better xxx Hands up if you're fed up with
being told you need to go on this diet, you need to behave this way, or you probably shouldn't wear this outfit...the list goes
ooooon. Anne-Marie's been told these things her whole life too and they didn't make her feel any better. But now, she's
discovered the simple tools that mean she treats herself with the love and respect she needs and this, in turn, means she's able
to go out into the world and be as strong, confident and true to herself as she can be. And she wants YOU to be able to do the
same. You Deserve Better is the must-read book from singer-songwriter Anne-Marie that doesn't give you fluffy promises



about self-care but speaks honestly about body image, mental health, being successful at work and more. It's the real advice
that every person needs to hear to be happier in themselves and in the world. Cause you know what? YOU DESERVE
BETTER.
Girl, You Deserve More Oct 18 2022
You Deserve More Jan 01 2024 Even the smartest women can make mistakes when it comes to relationships. Internationally
renowned motivational speaker Jewel Diamond Taylor reveals her tips for self-empowerment and helps readers to overcome
their own self-defeating behaviour patterns. By boosting self-esteem and developing spiritual discernment, readers will learn
how to create a foundation of communication, intimacy and trust, enabling them to build relationships that are loving,
supportive and strong enough to last a lifetime.
Why Settle For Less When YOU DESERVE MORE? Sep 16 2022 YOUR THOUGHTS, WORDS & EMOTIONS Will
Either Attract Your Desires or Push them Further Away This book inspires you to challenge the status quo and enjoy your
best life now. It provides some of the EASIEST MOST EFFECTIVE TECHNIQUES YOU WILL NEED to redirect your
thoughts & energy to accelerate the attainment of personal or professional goals..
Unlimited Power May 13 2022 This self-help guide shows the reader step-by-step how to perform at their peak while gaining
emotional and financial freedom, attaining leadership and self-confidence, and winning the confidence of others. It should
enable the reader to gain the knowledge and courage to remake themselves.
I Deserve a Donut (And Other Lies That Make You Eat) Aug 04 2021 When you're in a tempting situation, all you can think
of is the food. How good it looks. How good it smells. How good it will taste. What you need is a way to break the hold food
has on you. I Deserve a Donut will help. It is a hands-on, use-it-in-the-thick-of-the-battle book that will help you renew your
mind right when you need it. It's filled with 150+ Bible verses, 37 sets of questions, and 20 sets of tips-all specifically chosen
to help you take off the lies that make you eat and put on the truth that will set you free. As you renew your mind, you'll
notice your desires changing. You'll actually want to follow your boundaries. And that will make it easier to say no to the
donut. If you'd like a companion Bible study to this book, check out Taste for Truth: A 30 Day Weight Loss Bible Study,
also by Barb Raveling. Both books can be used alongside any healthy weight loss program.
You Deserve Each Other May 05 2024 When your nemesis also happens to be your fiancé, happily ever after becomes a lot
more complicated in this wickedly funny, lovers-to-enemies-to-lovers romantic comedy debut. Naomi Westfield has the
perfect fiancé: Nicholas Rose holds doors open for her, remembers her restaurant orders, and comes from the kind of



upstanding society family any bride would love to be a part of. They never fight. They’re preparing for their lavish wedding
that's three months away. And she is miserably and utterly sick of him. Naomi wants out, but there's a catch: whoever ends
the engagement will have to foot the nonrefundable wedding bill. When Naomi discovers that Nicholas, too, has been
feigning contentment, the two of them go head-to-head in a battle of pranks, sabotage, and all-out emotional warfare. But
with the countdown looming to the wedding that may or may not come to pass, Naomi finds her resolve slipping. Because
now that they have nothing to lose, they're finally being themselves—and having fun with the last person they expect: each
other.
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